
LTS 138 B · LTS 140 B · LTS 150 B
Swivelling All-In-One Presses

LTS 1 B, LTS 140 B & LTS 150 B are particularly suitable for all

transfer jobs onto large and small textiles as t-shirts, sweatshirts or

sports wear. 

The freestanding supporting plate of each press allows you to mount

textiles easily in one ply, only the fabric part to be printed will lie 

on the supporting plate. Thus, prints previously applied onto the

textile will be spared and creases impairing the printing result 

(usually caused by two plies) can be avoided. Pressure can be conti-

nuously adjusted by turning an easily accessible set-screw. 

With swivelling presses, the heating plate can be swivelled to the

side, so that the supporting plate is no longer covered by it. 

This eases your work process in two respects: First, the mounting of

the textile becomes even more comfortable and secondly, you have

a free view on the complete textile, easing the positioning of the

transfer considerably. 

Thanks to its modular design, you need only one press to print

shirts, jackets, bags, leynard keychains and even caps: Various 

supporting plates can be conveniently and easily interchanged 

within 2 minutes.

The clearly arranged digital display allows you to comfortably set

and control transfer time and operating temperature. Thanks to the

high quality heating technology, not only a fast heating-up and an

even and constant operating temperature are guaranteed, but also

a long endurance of the heating elements. 

For indicating the release time, the digital temperature control is

furnished with an audible and a visual signal. In this way the release

time becomes clearly evident, making your work even easier.

Pict. 1 + 2
Wide swivel range for easy 

positioning of textiles

TECHNICAL DATA

Model LTS 138 B LTS 140 B LTS 150 B

Transfer area 38 x 45 cm 40 x 37 cm 40 x 50 cm  

Digital timer 0–999 sec 0–999 sec 0–999 sec

Temperature 0–250 °C 0–250 °C 0–250 °C

Heating aoutput 2000 W 2000 W 2000 W

Voltage 220–240 V 220–240 V 220–240 V 

Weight 45 kg 45 kg 50 kg
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Optional accessories

Additional to the original supporting plate, other supporting plates

in all kinds of sizes are available. Popular sizes are our breast pocket

format and a longish format for transferring onto sleeves and trouser

legs or the rectangular format for girlie-t-shirts (see images). 

Furthermore, we will be happy to produce for you any customised

size you need. 

All cap sets allow you to move the pressure shoe with the supporting

plate back and forth. This vital advantage makes it possible to overco-

me the problem of various forehead heights of caps: As you can move

the shoe, it is always possible to position the transfer optimally under

the bent heating plate. 

Pict. 3 · optional cap set

Pict. 4 · supporting plate for breast pockets Pict. 5 · supporting plate for sleeves or trouser legs crosswise Pict. 6 · supporting plate for sleeves or trouser legs lengthwise
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